Warehouse Sale!
After moving from HQ-Powerkites to HQ4 our warehouse still holds
some stock of old HQ-Powerkites.
Before they decay to dusk, we like to offer you to get a bargain
deal and upgrade your personal kite range.
From low to strong winds, there are kites left for any condition.

Invento Products & Services GmbH
Klein Feldhus 1
D-26180 Rastede

Interested? Just drop a mail to: sales@hq4.com
Tube Kites:
Art. 118710
Art. 118712

Ignition II 5.0 kite only
Ignition II 7.0 kite only

was: 655€
was: 810€

Bargain Deal: 399€
Bargain Deal: 499€

The new Ignition II has been completely reworked and offers more comfort and performance than the
predecessor. Progression at it’s best: The shape combines control, easy handling, retrievable performance,
strength and speed to make the Ignition II a kite that covers many disciplines. In addition to that, the
processing and quality of the materials are on an absolutely new level.

Depower Kites (Foil Kites):
Art. 118326

Montana VIII 14.0 RTF

was: 1290€

Bargain Deal: 410€

Performance requires precision in design.The new shape and clean outline of the Montana have
allowed HQ to push the limits of aerodynamic stability. The result is one of the best snowkites out there
by showing an increased ease of use and an incredible performance in all elements.

Art. 11833402 Montana IX 12.0 30D kite only
Art. 118336
Montana IX 14.0 RTF 30 D
Art. 11833601 Montana IX 14.0 RTF standard fabric

was: 1015€
was: 1395€
was: 1220€

Bargain Deal: 530€
Bargain Deal: 630€
Bargain Deal: 599€

A new shape and air intake design increases internal pressure, making the Montana IX extremely stable
for hard use in the backcountry or aggressive freestyle moves. Tight turns with loads of power will pull
you up every peak, while the linear depower gives you confidence to react to changing conditions.

Art. 118621
Art. 118627

HQ4 Matrixx 9.0 kite only
HQ4 Matrixx 18.0 kite only

was: 1080€
was: 1590€

Bargain Deal: 820€
Bargain Deal: 1195€

Are you looking for a kite that offers versatility and high end performance? The Matrixx was developed
to work well on all terrains. We have dug deep into our box of magic tricks and improved many details to
give the performance of this kite a great boost.

Art. 117168

Apex V 13.0 RTF

was: 910€

Bargain Deal: 350€

When you can trust your kite 100% your skills progress to where you can climb the steepest mountains.
The Apex V is your new partner to achieve this goal. You can count on the advanced and easier handling
in all situations. Improved control and progressive flying characteristics make the Apex V a great choice
for backcountry riding or your challenging entry into the world of powerkiting.

